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Here’s another collectable for your coveted office space. 
Amphora is a chair inspired by the designs of traditional pots. 
A broader base that aesthetically tapers as it moves upwards 
maximising it’s comfort while giving it a powerful appeal. Its 
compressed wood structure is further enhanced with loose 
quilted cushions that are charmingly upholstered in pure 
leather. The armrests of Amphora are precisely curved at 45 
degrees to offer hand space while giving ample support to 
your elbow. The linear copper rod design at the back coupled 
with copper buttons of a chic revolving base are some of its key 
elements. It’s balanced look makes it a perfect addition to any 
authentic or contemporary setting.
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Imbibing the same design philosophy, we have designed this 
couch that curves just at the right places. Boasting of comfort 
and panache, it works best for the director’s lounge or coveted 
meeting areas reserved for the few. Pair it with our centre, 
or corner table crafted in Italian marble and complete the 
look. You can drop the linear copper design for even brass or 
stainless steel if you wish.
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